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Cavitation is one of the instability sources in centrifugal pump, which would cause some unexpected results. The goal of this paper
was to analyze the influence of cavitation process on different frequency bands in a centrifugal pump with slope volute. And special
attention was paid to low frequency signals, which were often filtered in the reported researches. Results show that at noncavitation
condition, vibration level is closely related to flow structure interior pump. At partial flow rates, especially low flow rates, vibration
level increases rapidly with the onset of rotating stall. At cavitation condition, it is proved that cavitation process has a significant
impact on low frequency signals. With cavitation number decreasing, vibration level first rises to a local maximum, then it drops
to a local minimum, and finally it rises again. At different flow rates, vibration trends in variable frequency bands differ obviously.
Critical point inferred from vibration level is much larger than that from 3% head drop, which indicates that cavitation occursmuch
earlier than that reflected in head curve. Also, it is noted that high frequency signals almost increase simultaneously with cavitation
occurring, which can be used to detect cavitation in centrifugal pump.

1. Introduction

Cavitation is one of the main problems which should be
considered seriously in designing and operating a centrifugal
pump. At some extreme conditions, cavitation may cause
huge damage to impeller [1]. Cavitation occurs when absolute
static pressure at some location of impeller, usually at blade
leading edge, falls below the vapor pressure of fluid at the
prevailing temperature [2].The number and size of cavitation
bubbles increase with net positive suction head (NPSH)
decreasing. Cavitation bubbles travel to impeller downstream
with the flow; when they move to a high pressure area
they collapse intensively. Shock waves, forces are generated
during collapse process. If the implosion position is near solid
wall, cavitation erosion phenomenon may easily occur. So
it is essential to detect and avoid cavitation developing in
centrifugal pump.

Many methods could be used to identify cavitation
in centrifugal pump: vibration and noise measurement of
model pump; visualization of flow field interior impeller
channels; determination of head drop. The most common

method used to detect presence of cavitation in centrifugal
pump is to identify the drop of head. Net positive suction
head in accordance with 3% drop of total delivery head is
usually defined as NPSHc (critical point), and cavitation is
considered full developed under this working condition. But
it is noted that cavitation inception starts to develop much
earlier before usual critical point [3].

Cavitation interior centrifugal pump would cause many
unexpected consequences: noise, vibration, and cavitation
erosion [4]. Many researches have been done to investi-
gate vibration and noise induced by cavitation in hydraulic
machineries [5]. Christopher and Kumaraswamy [6] used
noise and vibration signals to identify critical net positive
suction head in a radial flow pump. And critical NPSH
inferred from 3% head drop was compared with from noise
and vibration spectra, and the difference was analyzed. Rus et
al. [7] analyzed relationship between noise, vibration, acous-
tic emission, and cavitation structure using measurement
and visualization methods on a Kaplan Turbine. Vibration
energy trend versus various NPSH was presented in the
paper and amodel was established to predict cavitation noise.
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Figure 1: Test platform.

Čudina [8, 9] adopted noise spectra to detect cavitation in a
centrifugal pump and found a strong relationship between
a discrete frequency 147Hz and development process of
cavitation. Ni et al. [10] used vibration method to detect
cavitation in a centrifugal pump, and vibration signals at
noncavitation and cavitation conditions were compared.
Pearsall [11] investigated cavitation noise and vibration in a
centrifugal pump and found fundamental trend of vibration
energy.Howevermost of the researcheswere concerning high
frequency signals; low frequency signals were often neglected
leading to a lack of comprehensive understanding of vibration
characteristics in different frequency bands. According to the
work of McNulty and Pearsall [12], low frequency signals
below 1 kHz were cut off during vibration signal processing.
So a thorough explanation of vibration energy trends in
different frequency bands was rarely given in centrifugal
pump.

In this paper, a special slope volute was proposed to
reduce rotor-stator interaction in centrifugal pump [13].
According to our previous study [14], it has an effective
impact on reducing pressure pulsation magnitude. Vibration
energy trends in various frequency bands were investigated.
This paper attempts to clarify cavitation induced vibration
characteristics in a centrifugal pump with slope volute. And
an overall understanding of cavitation induced vibration
characteristic would be carried out leading to improvement
of detecting and controlling cavitation in centrifugal pump.

2. Experimental Setup

Experiments were carried out in a closed-loop test rig to
guarantee measuring accuracy of model pump, as seen in
Figure 1. Absolute static pressure in cavitation tank 1 was
reduced gradually using vacuum pump to lower net positive
suction head of model pump. Flow rates of model pump at
variable conditions were measured by electronic flowmeter
with an absolute accuracy of ±0.2% of measured value. The
head ofmodel pumpwasmeasuredwith anuncertainty of less
than ±0.1% of the measured value. Flexible joints were fixed
at the inlet and outlet of model pump to reduce the influence
of interference signals from experimental systemon vibration
signals ofmodel pump. Several accelerometers weremounted

Table 1: Measuring direction of accelerometer.

Accelerometer Position Measuring
direction

Sensor 1 Volute tongue −𝑦

Sensor 2 Volute outlet +𝑥, +𝑦, −𝑧

Sensor 3 The second cross-section of
volute +𝑥, +𝑦, +𝑧

Sensor 4 The forth cross-section of volute +𝑥

Sensor 5 Volute inlet +𝑥, −𝑦, +𝑧

Sensor 6 Side surface of the forth
cross-section +𝑥, −𝑦, +𝑧

Sensor 7 Side surface of the second
cross-section +𝑦

on surface of slope volute to obtain vibration characteristic.
And the accelerometer has a flat frequency response from
0.5Hz to 5 kHz. Meanwhile the typical resonant frequency
is about 50 kHz. Rotating speed of model pump at variable
flow rates was kept at a constant value 1450 r/min. Figure 2
shows the relative position of impeller in slope volute. It is
found that conventional spiral volute tongue directly faces the
impeller; however, slope volute tongue locates at the right side
of impeller. The diffusion section of slope volute has an acute
angle of about 15∘ with vertical axis based on optimal results
[13]. Radial size along volute periphery keeps constant, while
the cross-section area of volute increases along axis direction.

3. Measuring Schemes

LMS vibration measurement systems were applied to acquire
vibration signal by placing accelerometers at typical positions
of slope volute surface. LMS vibration test systems are widely
used in vibration test field, which support dynamic signal
sampling by using 24 sampling channels. And the maxi-
mum sampling frequency of each channel almost reaches
102.4 kHz. Seven accelerometersweremounted on the surface
of slope volute to have an overall understanding of vibration
characteristics. Figure 3 shows the positions of accelerome-
ters, and measuring direction of each sensor is presented in
Table 1.

During signal sampling process, rotating speed kept
constant at different flow rates, and sampling frequency was
set as 80 kHz to satisfy Nyquist sampling theorem [15]. So the
sampled signal could keep detailed information of original
signal. Sampling resolutionwas set as 1Hz, and sampling time
was set to 3 s. Meanwhile, sampling interval was 0.5 s. Haning
window was employed to reduce vibration energy leakage
during sampling process. And the time domain signals were
transformed into frequency domain signals using auto-power
spectrum algorithm.

4. Results of Measurements

4.1. Results at Noncavitation Condition. A centrifugal pump
with slope volute was first designed. The main parameters of
model pump are presented in Table 2.
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Experimental performance results of model pump were
carried out from shutoff condition to 1.45B

𝑁
as shown in

Figure 4. The best efficiency point of model pump is around
designed flow rate 1.0B

𝑁
. At low flow rates, positive slope

(hump phenomenon) occurs in head curve of model pump,
which indicates that rotating stall phenomenon develops
interior impeller channels under these working conditions
[16].

Vibration experiments of model pumpwere conducted at
different flow rates. Vibration signals in 0–10Hzwere filtered.
Root mean square (RMS) method [17] was used to deal with
acceleration signals as shown in

RMS = √ 1
𝑛

𝑛

∑

𝑛=1

(𝐴
𝑛
− 𝐴)

2

, (1)

Table 2: Main parameters of model pump.

Parameters Value

Nominal flow rate 𝑄
𝑁

48m3/h

Designed head𝐻
𝑁

7.5m

Rotating speed 𝑛 1450 r/min

Impeller inlet diameter 𝑑
𝑗

100mm

Impeller outlet diameter 𝑑
2

172mm

Impeller outlet width 𝑏
2

17mm

Blade number 𝑍 6

Nominal flow rate coefficientB
𝑁

𝑄
𝑁

/(𝜔𝑑
2

2

𝑏
2

)

Nominal head coefficient Ψ
𝑁

𝑔𝐻
𝑁

/(𝜔
2

𝑑
2

2

)

Shaft power coefficient 𝜆 𝑃/𝑑
2

5

𝑛
3

where 𝐴
𝑛
represents acceleration amplitudes at different

frequencies, and 𝐴 is mean amplitude:

𝐴 =
1

𝑛

𝑛

∑

𝑛=1

𝐴
𝑛
. (2)

For triaxial accelerometer, total vibration energy 𝐸 was
used to evalute vibration energy at different measurinig
directions. And it is defined as shown in

𝐸 =
√
RMS2
𝑥

+ RMS2
𝑦

+ RMS2
𝑧

3

.
(3)

Many researches have proved that hydraulic factors
mainly cause low frequency vibration signals. So vibration
signals in low frequency band (10–500Hz) of slope volute
pump were used to analyze vibration energy characteristic
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Figure 4: Performance of model pump.

versus flow rate. Flow rate of model pump was first divided
into four typical regions: region I (0–0.3B

𝑁
), region II

(0.3B
𝑁
–0.8B

𝑁
), region III (0.8B

𝑁
–1.1B
𝑁
), and region IV

(1.1B
𝑁
–1.45B

𝑁
). Figure 5(a) presents vibration energy trend

versus flow rate at 𝑦-direction of different sensors. Vibration
energy at sensor 2 (slope volute outlet) is much larger than
that at other sensors at variable flow rates. Meanwhile, sensor
1 and sensor 7 are in symmetrical position, so vibration
energy trends and values of two sensors are quite simi-
lar. When model pump operates in region I (0–0.3B

𝑁
),

according to head curve, rotating stall phenomenon occurs
in interior impeller channels causing partial channels to be
blocked. The stall cell transfers from one impeller channel to
the adjacent channel forming unsteady characteristic leading
to vibration energy increasing rapidly. Especially at sensor
2, vibration energy has about an increment of 3 dB. When
model pumpworks in region II, from0.8B

𝑁
to 0.3B

𝑁
, partial

flow separates from blade suction side with flow rate decreas-
ing. The separated flow structure leads to vibration energy
at 𝑦-direction increasing gradually. Vibration energy has an
increment of 1.28 dB at sensor 2 and about 1.5 dB at sensors
1 and 7. At sensors 3, 5, and 6, the increment almost reaches
2 dB. In region III, flow field interior impeller channels is rel-
atively uniform, and separated flow structure does not occur.
But from 1.1B

𝑁
to 0.8B

𝑁
, flow pattern around slope volute

tongue may change remarkably. According to our previous
work, at 1.1B

𝑁
, fluid flows into diffusion section smoothly;

however, at 0.8B
𝑁
, partial fluid flows back into volute striking

with volute tongue intensively. And the backflow structure
has an evident impact on vibration energy. From 1.1B

𝑁
to

0.95B
𝑁
, at sensors 2 and 3, vibration energy increases about

1.45 dB. After that vibration energy decreases rapidly. In
region IV, with flow rate increasing, vortex sheds from blade
pressure side due to fluid striking effect, which also causes
vibration energy increasing obviously. Particularly at sensor
2, the increment reaches 1.9 dB. Figure 5(b) presents total
vibration energy trends of triaxial accelerometers at various
flow rates. Some discrepancies can be found compared with
vibration characteristics in Figure 5(a). In region II, from
0.7B
𝑁
to 0.3B

𝑁
, vibration energy almost keeps unchanged,

which is not affected by the separated flow structure. And
around best efficiency point 1.0B

𝑁
, vibration energy trend

falls to a local minimum; after that it rises again.

4.2. Results at Cavitation Condition. Cavitation usually has a
great influence on performance of model pump, and Figure 6
presents total delivery head coefficient versus cavitation
number from flow rate 0.9B

𝑁
to 1.4B

𝑁
. At higher value of

cavitation number, total delivery head of model pump almost
remains substantially constant. With the decreasing of 𝜎, the
available NPSH is insufficient, which results in cavitation
starting to develop interior model pump. The total delivery
head falls to 3% drop point, where cavitation is considered
full developed as seen in the block dots in Figure 6 [18]. So the
3%head drop point was usually defined as critical net positive
suction head (NPSHc). Limited by the experimental system,
NPSHc at 0.9B𝑁 could not be attained:

NPSH =
𝑃
1
− 𝑃V

𝜌𝑔

+

V2
1

2𝑔

, (4)

where 𝑃
1
is the absolute static pressure at pump inlet, 𝑃V is the

vapor pressure, and V
1
is the absolute velocity at pump inlet.

Cavitation number is usually defined as in

𝜎 =
NPSH
𝐻

. (5)

Because of the physical nature of cavitation, high fre-
quency signals would be excited during collapse process of
cavitation bubbles. Vibration signals in 0–10Hz band were
filtered [19]. So vibration characteristics in 10Hz–25 kHz
band were investigated. Figure 7 shows vibration spectra
at 𝑦-direction of sensor 3 at cavitation and noncavitation
conditions when model pump operates at designed flow rate.
At full developed cavitation condition, the amplitudes of
broad-band vibration signals increase significantly, especially
within higher frequency range. To analyze the impact of
cavitation process on vibration signals, vibration spectra were
divided into four different frequency bands, 10–500Hz, 0.5–
5 kHz, 5–10 kHz, and 10–25 kHz.

Figure 8 presents RMS trends in four frequency bands
versus cavitation number when model pump works at
designed flow rate. In 10–500Hz and 0.5–5 kHz frequency
bands, vibration energy trends almost keep constant at higher
net positive suction head. However, in 5–10 kHz and 10–
25 kHz bands, vibration energy first increases slightly from
cavitation numbers 1.48 to 0.58. And in 10–25 kHz band,
vibration level has about an average increment of 2–4 dB
at different sensors except sensor 5, which increases about
6.5 dB. After that, with cavitation number decreasing further,
vibration energy increases rapidly.

Meanwhile, total delivery head reaches 1.6% drop point.
So cavitation number 𝜎 = 0.58 could be defined as cavi-
tation inception point. With cavitation number decreasing,
the influence of cavitation process on vibration energy in
different frequency bands is not similar. Cavitation numbers
from 0.58 to 0.17, RMS values in 10–500Hz, 5–10 kHz, and
10–25 kHz bands, have the same trend. Vibration energy first
rises to a local maximum at 𝜎 = 0.26, then falls to a local
minimum around 𝜎 = 0.21, which is much smaller than
critical net positive suction head, and finally increases again.
Cavitation number from 0.58 to 0.26, vibration energy has
about an increment of 1–3 dB in 10–500Hz frequency band.
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Figure 5: (a) Vibration energy trend versus flow rate at 𝑦-direction; (b) total vibration energy trend.
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But in high frequency band 10–25 kHz, vibration energy
nearly has an increment of 9 dB at variable sensors, which
is adequate to detect full developed cavitation status in
centrifugal pump. However, in 0.5–5 kHz band, vibration
energy at different sensors increases continuously except at
sensor 2.

From comparison of vibration energy in different fre-
quency bands, it is found that some differences exist in vibra-
tion energy trend during development process of cavitation.
At the beginning, with net positive suction head decreasing,
some small bubbles develop near blade leading edge. Affected
by the occurring of cavitation bubbles, 𝜎, from 1.48 to 0.58,
total delivery head of model pump descends slightly. The
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Figure 7: Vibration spectra at 𝑦-direction of sensor 3 at cavitation
(thick line) and noncavitation condition (thin line).

small bubbles travel towards blade exit and collapse at high
pressure region. According to theoretical analysis, it is known
that high frequency noises would be excited during collapse
process of small bubbles, which have a significant effect on
vibration energy in high frequency bands. As presented in
Figure 7, vibration energy in 5–10 kHz and 10–25 kHz bands
increases along with cavitation number decreasing. But the
emitted high frequency noises almost have little influence on
vibration energy in 10–500Hz and 0.5–5 kHz bands. So it is
concluded that high vibration signals aremuchmore effective
in detecting incipient cavitation in centrifugal pump. With
cavitation number decreasing, from 0.58 to 0.26, cavitation
region near suction side of blade inlet expands causing
vibration in different frequency bands increasing to a local
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Figure 8: RMS value trends in different frequency bands versus cavitation number at 𝑦-direction.

maximum. When cavitation number was reduced further,
from 0.26 to 0.21, the type of cavitation changes from cloud to
bubble cavitation-macroscopic bubbles [7]. Vibration energy
in 10–500Hz, 5–10 kHz, and 10–25 kHz bands decreases dra-
matically and reaches a local minimum.The reason probably
lies in the fact that flow field interior impeller is in a state
of two-phase bubbly flow region. The emitted noises during
collapse of bubbles would be attenuated obviously because of
the highly compressible two-phase flow. However, vibration
energy trends in 0.5–5 kHz do not follow the rule for all the
sensors, which increase with cavitation number decreasing
except at sensor 2. With cavitation number continuously
decreasing, 𝜎 < 0.21, cavitation region on blade suction side
expands towards both blade exit andmiddle of blade channel.
A significant free surface between liquid and vapor exists;
thus, the compressibility of this fluid status is much smaller.
So noises emitted from collapse of cavitation bubbles are less
weak.Vibration energy in different frequency bands increases
rapidly again at small cavitation number.

Figure 9 shows total vibration energy of triaxial
accelerometers in different frequency bands versus cavitation

number when model pump works at nominal flow rate.
It is found that vibration energy trends are similar to that
at 𝑦-direction. High frequency signals are much more
sensitive to incipient cavitation. When incipient cavitation
occurs, vibration energy increases simultaneously. Cavitation
numbers from 0.26 to 0.21 rapidly drop in vibration energy
trends in 10–500Hz, 5–10 kHz, and 10–25 kHz bands, which
can also be observed due to the high compressibility of
two-phase fluid.

To analyze vibration energy trends at different flow rates,
Figure 10 presents total vibration energy trends of sensor 3.
It can be discovered that the effect of cavitation on vibration
at variable flow rates differs quite a lot. Due to the nature
of cavitation, it is well accepted that high frequency signals
would be emitted during collapse of cavitation bubbles [20].
Generally, cavitation noise signals above 1 kHz were analyzed
in most of the reported researches. According to McNulty
[12], low frequency signals below 1 kHz were filtered due to
the high level of shaft and blade passing frequency noises.
In consequence, cavitation noises in low frequency band
were rarely investigated. However, according to the results of
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Figure 9: Total vibration energy of triaxial accelerometers in different frequency bands versus cavitation number.

Figures 7 and 8, cavitation process has a significant impact on
vibration signals in low frequency band. So it is essential to
have an overall understanding of vibration noises in low fre-
quency band at different flow rates. In 10–500Hz band, at the
beginning, vibration energy trends almost keep constant with
cavitation number decreasing.When incipient cavitation, the
square point in Figure 10, was achieved, vibration energy
starts to increase steeply and arrives at a local maximum.
At 1.0B

𝑁
, cavitation number 𝜎 from 0.58 to 0.26, vibration

level increases 1.83 dB. The increments of vibration level
from cavitation inception point to local maximum point rise
along with flow rates increasing. At 1.4B

𝑁
, the increment

reaches 3.83 dB, which is enough for detecting cavitation in
centrifugal pump. Then it decreases drastically and finally
increases again at small cavitation number. In 0.5–5 kHz
band, vibration energy at different flow rates almost increases
continuously with the development process of cavitation and
steeply drop phenomenon in vibration level curves was not
observed. At 1.0B

𝑁
, 𝜎 from 0.58 to 0.16, vibration level nearly

increases 6.3 dB. And at higher flow rate 1.4B
𝑁
, 𝜎 from 1.5 to

0.4, it has an increment of 9.5 dB. In 5–10 kHz and 10–25 kHz
bands, vibration energy trends at 1.0B

𝑁
and 1.1B

𝑁
are similar

to that in 10–500Hz band. However, at higher flow rates,
vibration trends do not follow the rule. The vibration energy
starts to increase with development of cavitation process until
it reaches a local maximum value; then, at full developed
cavitation condition vibration energy starts to decrease. But
another increase in vibration level does not occur.The reason
probably can be contributed to the increasing number and
volume of cavitation bubbles. At high flow rates, the number
and size of cavitation bubbles increase much more rapidly
than those at low flow rates. And the development process
of cavitation is rather intensive, so single phase fluid status
no longer exists. When cavitation bubbles are abundant,
two-phase fluid status interior impellers are formed. The
emitted noises during collapse of bubbles are attenuated [7].
So another increase in vibration energy could not be found.

From the above analysis, it is found that a closed cor-
relation exists between vibration energy and development
process of cavitation. From Figures 8 and 9, it is clear that
vibration energy was affected much earlier before 3% head
drop point. So to detect cavitation in centrifugal pump,
determination of head drop usually is not effective and
sufficient. It is necessary to clarify the difference of critical
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Figure 10: Total vibration energy at sensor 3 in different frequency bands versus cavitation number.

point from vibration level and 3% head drop. The cavitation
inception point was chosen where vibration level increases
steeply as seen in the square points in Figure 10. And the
critical point of vibration level was defined where vibration
energy trend achieves a local maximum point or a change
in slope (steep increase in slope) as seen in the black dots
in Figure 10. Severe cavitation erosion danger may exist at
the local maximum point. Critical points extracted from
vibration energy trend in different frequency bands and 3%
head drop at variable flow rates were presented in Figure 11.

It is clear that critical point obtained from 3% head drop
increases along with flow rates rising. Also, it is noted that
the difference between critical points based on vibration level
at different frequency bands is fairly huge, which indicates
that the influence of development process of cavitation on
different frequency signals is not similar. Critical points
obtained from vibration level are much larger than that from
3% head drop at different flow rates. So it is proved that full
developed cavitation is much earlier than that reflected in
head curve of model pump.
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To detect cavitation in centrifugal pump, the most com-
mon method, 3% drop in head curve, was used. However,
from the above results, it is known that cavitation occurs
much earlier than that obtained from 3% head drop. So
vibration measurement can supply an effective solution. At
sensor 3, increments of total vibration energy in different
frequency bands from cavitation inception to critical point
are presented in Figure 12. The increments at nominal flow
rate are much smaller than that at high flow rate. In high
frequency bands 5–10 kHz and 10–25 kHz, the increments
are much larger than that at low frequency bands. In 10–
25 kHz band, the increment reaches 8.2 dB at designed flow
rate and 16.4 dB at 1.3B

𝑁
flow rate, which are adequate

for detecting full developed cavitation. So it is concluded
that high frequency signals can be used to detect cavitation
effectively in centrifugal pump.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, vibration characteristics of a centrifugal pump
with slope volute were investigated. At noncavitation con-
dition, vibration energy trend in 10–500Hz band versus
flow rate was analyzed. A closed relationship between flow
structure and vibration energy could be found. At off-design
conditions, especially low flow rates, vibration energy rises
rapidly along with the rotating stall occurring. And at 𝑦-
direction of sensor 2, flow rate from 0.3B

𝑁
to shutoff con-

dition, vibration energy has about an increment of 3 dB. At
cavitation condition, vibration signals were divided into four
typical frequency bands to analyze vibration characteristics.
It is clear that low frequency signals are affected by cavitation
process significantly. At 1.0B

𝑁
, total vibration level increases

about 1.83 dB from incipient cavitation point to critical point.
And critical points based on vibration in variable frequency
bands are much larger than that from 3% head drop. In
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Figure 12: Increment of vibration level from cavitation inception to
critical point.

particular, for signals in 10–25 kHz band, high frequency
signals are more sensitive to onset of cavitation. From
cavitation inception to critical point, vibration level increases
rapidly, and the increment is enough to detect cavitation in
centrifugal pump. So it is concluded that vibration signals
can be used to monitor full developed cavitation, which can
effectively replace the 3% head drop means.
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